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Abstract 

In this paper we consider the root cause of climate change to be the industrial waste heat by 

product of increasing global consumption. The embodied energy associated with the 

conversion of Earth‘s resources into consumer goods has largely been driven by fossil fuel 

based energy. Using available data, we show how a) the rate of annual CO2 emissions to the 

atmosphere is increasing, b) the land+sea temperature anomaly index is increasing, 

particularly the last 3 years, c) the rate of heat addition to the world‘s oceans is also 

accelerating as this is in direct response to a globally increasing consumption per capita. In 

short, all of our human induced rates related to consumption are accelerating with 

increasingly severe consequences to the Earth system that maintains us. This is occurring 

amidst the reality that humans are in a necessary physical partnership with nature. Despite 

this, many human cultures have pursued dominance over the Earth‘s resources. This 

dominance is asserted by the mechanical philosophy of Descartes. Under this world view, the 

Earth is just a (soul-less) machine and man is distinct from nature and therefore entitled to 

dominate it; the Earth has no spiritual value. So this gives us license to dig up the planet to 

create the escalating distribution of products to global consumers and this is exactly what can 

be verified from the data. We refer to this as the business as usual trajectory. To correct this 

course trajectory, we propose two avenues: a) extend the concept and legality of the Public 

Trust Doctrine to all of Nature‘s resources so that current generations have an obligation to 

ensure the future generations can same similar access to these resources, b) adopt a systems 

thinking approach that prioritizes human equity, dignity, environmental justice and 

environmental health over escalating global GDP. In short, global justice should be our 

priority, not global profit. From the systems thinking viewpoint, the Earth is not a market 

commodity subject to resource exhaustion, it is rather a sacred equilibrium system for the 

welfare of all. 
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heating 

1. Introduction 

We consider the coupled issues of a) increasing global consumption, b) accelerated climate 

change, and c) the need for the systems thinking approach to shift consumer values away 

from GDP based prosperity and towards the higher priority needs of human equity, dignity 

and overall environmental health. This move, often termed as ―global justice‖, reflects earlier 

views articulated under the concept of ‗just‘ sustainability (Agyeman et al., 2003) where 

social justice and global equity are the long-term goals of an evolving consumer world. 

Furthermore, we argue that the legal intent of the Public Trust Doctrine (PTD) (Sax, 1970) 

becomes consistent with ‗just‘ sustainability when that doctrine is extended to include current 

resource availability for future generations. While the current PTD only includes protection 

of clean air and clean water for future generations, the spirit of that protection should be 

extended to include the basic right of all global citizens to have (equal) access to the Earth‘s 

natural resources to help sustain their culture. These resources include living with a ―normal‖ 

regional climate and having access to various energy sources. 

From the point of view of systems thinking, we argue the following: The Earth is a connected 

feedback system of which humans occupy but one channel. Yet the collective behavior of 

humans is to aggressively mine Earth‘s resources to support growing consumption. This 

aggressiveness has altered various natural cycles in the Earth and the emergent era of climate 

change and increasing weather volatility is the result. We have chosen to transcend various 

boundaries and in so doing we have potentially threatened the livelihood of not only future 

generations of humans, but virtually all other species on the planet. In this way, the last few 

generations have proved to be untrustworthy with respect to protecting the rights of future 

generations leading to the notion of Nature‘s Trust (Wood, 2014). Under this extended PTD 

(Blumm and Wood, 2015), the Earth is a system to protect, not to exploit. Living in harmony 

with nature represents the physical partnership between nature and all species and this 

endows the Earth with spiritual value. In this view, the Earth is a scared equilibrium system 

that promotes the welfare of all. Achieving future sustainability will require adhering to this 

mandate. 

In this article we support this view using various data to define out our system is changing. 

We begin in Section 2 which shows how rapidly global consumerism is changing the 

planetary climate system. As measured by the consumption of consumer goods, we are now 

living at the most unsustainable time in history. In turn, this increase in global consumption is 

the fundamental drive of climate change via the energy associated with industrialization (as 

thermodynamic waste heat) and its eventual deposition into the oceans. We then show that the 

rate of ocean heating, the rate of annual CO2 emissions, and the rate of global temperature 

increase are all accelerating. This directly leads to a more volatile climate future. This 

escalation is a good signal that the Anthropocene (Steffen et al., 2007) is here and that 

humans are now a global geophysical force that can dictate how the Earth system behaves. 

The data essentially shows that we have proved untrustworthy as we are taking the Earth out 

of equilibrium on the short timescale by dumping too much energy into the oceans. 
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In Section 3 we consider some of our historical motivations to consume the planet and 

consider policy implications that can help curb our behavior. In particular, we introduce the 

Mechanical Philosophy (Descartes, 1635; Merrill, 2008) as the means used by humans to 

declare themselves separate from nature and therefore entitled to harvest it. We then consider 

some of the policy implications that result from continuing this behavior into the future and 

consider the value of a systems thinking approach to better Earth management. In short, we 

need to be living in partnership with nature within ecosystem limits rather than dominating all 

of nature and ignoring those limits. Such a partnership views the Earth as the system which 

maintains our welfare and not as a market commodity to exhaust.  

In Section 4 we present a connected discussion which convolves the data results with our 

overall behavior and further argue that our current priority system based largely on economic 

gain as the principal means to define prosperity, should be replaced where prosperity is 

re-defined in terms of fairness, environmental justice, dignity and global equity. Concluding 

remarks are presented in Section 5 and stress that adhering to the concept of Nature‘s trust 

requires a moral commitment to changing our current course of consuming Nature as fast as 

possible. 

2. The Data View: Global Consumerism Leads to Climate Change 

Our basic premise, well supported by the data, is that the outputs of human activity grow in a 

non-linear fashion with respect to the number of consumers. Here we use population growth 

as a proxy for consumers. This non-linear growth can be expressed as  

Output  (Population growth) 
N
; N > 1 

For linear change, N =1. If N >1 the increase in output is non-linear and we will refer to that 

as acceleration. We first apply this concept to some examples of resource usage and then 

move on to show that a) annual CO2 emissions are accelerating; b) global temperature 

increases are accelerating, c) consumption as measured by delivered consumer goods is 

accelerating and d) the rate of ocean heating is accelerating. We will primarily show this 

acceleration in graphical form as systematic departure from a linear trend and will derive the 

appropriate value for N in these cases. 

2.1 Resource Usage 

For an initial example, we consider the decadal growth of world steel production shown in 

Figure 1. We adopt the period 1980 to 2000 to define a linear baseline for growth (green 

arrow). Acceleration is then visually seen as later times have real world values that 

systematically live above the extrapolated linear trend. In the case of steel, 

production/consumption started to accelerate primarily due to the emerging global economic 

power of China, starting around 2003 (Vidal and Adam 2007).  
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Figure 1. Decadal Production of World Steel: Green line shows extrapolation of linear 

trend defined by 1980-2000 time period 

The value of N is arrived at as follows: 

• over a span of 56 years steel production has increased by a factor of 4.7 

• over this same time population growth has increased by a factor of 2.45.  

• 2.45
N
 = 4.7; N ~ 1.75 

The meaning of N is that if the population doubles, the associated steel output does not also 

double but increases by 2 
1.75

 = 3.6 times more steel. Most any resource usage conforms to 

this general non-linear dependence between number of consumers (proxy by population 

growth) and actual usage. Some other examples are:  

• over the period of 1985—2015 N for soy production was 4.5 (doubling the population 

requires the production of 23 times more soy);  

• over the period 1950—2015 N for fertilizer production was approximately 2;  

• over the period 1970 –2015 N for lithium production was approximately 3.6.  

These accelerating resource usage rates a) are indicators that we are currently living in very 

unsustainable times which rapidly deplete remaining resources, b) ―peak‖ resource is a likely 

part of our future – for instance Peak phosphorus (fertilizer) is likely to be around 2030 

(Walan et al. 2014 ; Cordell and White, 2011) c) compromises the ability to deploy these 

resources in the future; for the case of lithium this strongly impacts future production of EVs 

[Jaffe, 2017 ; Speirs et al., 2014) ]. Values of N > 1 indicate increases in per capita 

consumption and this behavior depletes resources at an accelerating rate. For example, if 

moving towards a more sustainable means of energy production relies on the availability of 

certain raw materials (e.g. lithium for batteries, neodymium or dysprosium for magnetic 
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motors on wind turbines, platinum for fuel cell catalysis, tellurium for more efficient solar PV 

panels) then, for N > 1, we run the risk of exhausting these materials before they can be 

deployed. This is another example of a violation of the PTD as future generations will not 

have access to these materials – they are gone. 

2.2 Climate Change 

We start by using the observed concentration of atmospheric CO2 (in units of ppm) as the 

input and the global annual mean temperature anomaly (T) as the output to examine 

non-linear behavior. In figure 2 we plot the decadal average of annual CO2 emissions as 

measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory (http://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/data/atmospheric_co2/) 

and show the maximum emission for a given year in that decade. For reference, the solid red 

line in Figure 2 is the average annual emission over the period 1960-2000 (1.34 ppm).  

 

Figure 2. The growth rate of annual CO2 emissions, per decade, in units of ppm is shown 

in the blue columns. The black dots refer to the maximum emission year in a given decade. 

Analysis of the Mauna Loa Data set shows: 

• The current decadal annual increase in CO2 concentration is 2.41 +/- 0.38 ppm. This is 

almost twice as large as the 1.34+/- .36 ppm value during the 1960-2000 periods.  

• For the current decade (2010), every single year has a larger annual emission than the 

long term 1960-2000 average of 1.34 ppm. 

• For the previous 5 decades, the average annual emission rate is 1.46 +/- 0.42 ppm. 

This decade‘s current value of 2.41 is 2.26 standard deviations larger than the 

previous decadal value. This increase has only a 1.2% probability of randomly 

occurring and therefore statistically indicates systematically increasing annual CO2 

emissions and a more rapid buildup of atmospheric CO2, i.e. acceleration. 

• If we extrapolate this observed increasing annual rate out to 2030 then we will be 

adding an additional 30-35 ppm reaching approximately 440 ppm by then. This pace 
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rapidly hinders the overall ability to achieve atmospheric CO2 level stabilization; in 

particular, stabilization at 450 ppm (e.g. Wigley, 2018) now seems impossible. 

• For the data corresponding to the decade of the 1990s we have removed the 

anomalously low value for CO2 emissions in the year following the Mt. Pinatubo 

eruption. This volcanic explosion temporarily changed atmospheric chemistry such 

that CO2 mixes out at a faster rate, leading to some reduction in average atmospheric 

concentration (Frolicher et al., 2013 ; Robock, 2000 ; Stenchikov et al., 1998). With 

that anomalous period removed, we find that the variation around the value for each 

of the decades is similar, although somewhat higher in the decades of the 1980s and 

1990s. Overall, this indicates that while we have not (yet) significantly changed the 

natural variations in the annual CO2 emissions cycle, we have changed the zero-point 

of that cycle through systematically increased addition of CO2 to the atmosphere. The 

near constancy of these variations is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Standard Deviations Per Decade for annual CO2 emissions 

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s 

0.34 ppm 0.43 ppm 0.52 ppm 0.58 ppm 0.40 ppm 0.38 ppm 

To assess the change in average surface temperature we make use of the most recent data on 

global land+sea temperature anomalies as provided by NASA Goddard 

(https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/). The use of both land and ocean is a far more sensible 

approach than just using land-based data. For instance, urbanization effects over the period of 

record are not likely to influence ocean-based temperatures compared to the land 

temperatures. By NASA convention, the measured temperature anomaly (T) for a given 

year uses a baseline of 1951-1980. These data are plotted in Figure 3 where again we show 

that a linear extension (green line) based on the previous rise of T starting in 1980 does not 

predict the observed change seen over the last 3 years (2015, 2016 and 2017; 2015/2016 both 

set successive world records). As further argued in Bothun and Chess (2017), this 

acceleration revealed by the most recent data strongly suggests the need for more aggressive 

climate change policy. This acceleration is now likely responsible for some recent 

catastrophic large-scale weather-related events (such as Hurricane Harvey, the California 

Wildfires). Indeed, 2017 set a new record for insured financial losses related to Natural 

Disasters (Tabuchi, 2018). 
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Figure 3. NASA Goddard annual data from 1880-2017; Data is averaged over every 5 

years. The green line is linear fit to the 1980-2014 time period; the last 3 years of data departs 

from this linear trend, indicating acceleration. 

2.3 The Rise of Global Consumerism 

For the most part, consumer goods are shipped via containers on large container ships. These 

containers are known as TEUs (20-foot equivalent units). These ships disembark at about 25 

major container ports around the world from which the goods are distributed via road, rail or 

plane. The total energy associated with this process is large and consists of a) the energy 

associated with extracting the raw resources, b) the energy associated with converting raw 

resources in to consumer products and c) the integrated transportation of these goods. We 

refer to this as the embodied energy associated with the need to maintain our consumptive 

habits. Remarkably, the global industry has been able to keep up with consumer demand 

simply by building larger container ships and larger container ports. This is immediately seen 

in Figure 4 that shows a 10 year ramp up period (2004-2013) for the combined top 10 

container handling points in the world (6 are in China, the remaining are in Singapore, Hong 

Kong, South Korea, and the United Arab Emirates; the largest US port at Los Angeles is rated 

number 18 and handles 4 times less volume than the world‘s largest port at Shanghai). In 

addition, we show the time evolution of the two top ports themselves. Note that as of 2013, 

some ports were handling 30 million containers which are about the same as the number of 

seconds in a year – 1 TEU per second is now being processed. 
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Figure 4. Time behavior of container traffic for the World's 10 busiest ports (blue line) 

and the World‘s two busiest ports, both located in China. 

From 2004 to 2012 the top 10 ports expanded to double their capacity and over that time 

world population growth grew by about 10%; this yields N ~ 7.3! 

Next, we consider the tremendous increase in total container traffic volume. Figure 5 shows 

the data together with a 10% growth curve fitted to the 1990-2008 data. The economic 

meltdown of 2009 put a temporary halt to this enormous growth curve but the data show a 

rapid rebound and continued growth now at the level of about 5.5% per year.  

 

Figure 5. The growth of global shipping container traffic. Solid black line is a 10% 

growth curve applied from 1991 to just before the economic recession of 2009. 
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For the period of 1990-2008 the overall scaling is the following:  

• World population grew by 28% (1.28) 

• Total container traffic grew by a factor of 6.5 

• N ~ 7.5 

For that absurdly high value of N if the world doubled its population it would use 2
7.5

 or 180 

times more resources. Clearly the Earth is not big enough to satisfy this demand which has 

led to the notion of accelerating global ecological debt (Warlenius et al., 2015), further 

discussed in Section 4. 

Finally, in figure 6 we show the evolution of the container ship itself. Over the last 50 years, 

the individual capacity of a container ship has grown by approximately a factor of 15. In turn 

significant growth in container port facilities must also occur to handle this increased 

discharge of goods 

 

Figure 6. The evolution of the TEU capacity of individual container ships. Those ships 

that have more than 18,000 TEUs are not able to navigate through the Panama Canal. 

Using the data for container traffic we can now show how the observed CO2 levels in the 

atmosphere respond to increases in container traffic. Due to lags in the system, there is never 

a one to one correspondence between our emissions activity on the Earth and atmospheric 

response; hence the CO2 content of our atmosphere did not suddenly see a reduction in 2009, 

even though that year saw a planetary wide reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of about 

10%. Figure 7 shows the relation between increased container traffic and increasing CO2 

emissions, as averaged over 5-year periods starting in 1970. Although variations exist, over 

the long term a clear positively correlated trend has emerged. The fitted exponential curve 

provides an adequate description of this relation which can be then extrapolated for future 
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predictions. For instance, the 2015-2020 periods will see an increase of about 215 TEUs of 

container traffic compared to 2010-2015 and a corresponding increase of about 14 ppm of 

CO2 emission compared to the previous 5 years, thus taking us to about 420 ppm by the end 

of the current decade.  

 

Figure 7. Positive relation between increases in container traffic (X-axis) and increases 

in CO2 emission (Y-Axis) as also given by the plotted data values. For example, a container 

increase of 100 million TEUS (an MTEU) corresponds to an increase in CO2 emission of 

about 9 ppm. 

2.4 Ocean Heating 

At its fundamental level, global climate change is driven by Earth‘s energy imbalance. 

Approximately 90-94% of this energy imbalance is stored as ocean heat content (OHC) (see 

Trenberth et al., 2014; Dahlman, 2015). Even though thermodynamic waste heat originally is 

dissipated in the atmosphere, the collective action of precipitation washes that heat out, 

storing in temporarily in the soil and ground water before eventually ending up it is final 

repository – the Earth‘s oceans. Therefore, we have the simple expectation that the total 

embodied energy associated with increasing industrialization/consumption will 

systematically raise OHC. The systematic increase of OHC has now been well documented 

(e.g. Levitus et al., 2000; Levitus et al., 2012). Ocean buoy measurements of temperatures at 

various depths in combination with surface meteorological measurements can be used to 

extract sensible heat content in that region of the ocean (see Yu et al., 2004).  

While various calibration issues involving the difference between permanent buoys and those 

on ships exist, those seem to have been sorted out (Cheng et al., 2017) and we now have a 

well calibrated data set revealing the behavior of OHC over time. The most recent data (from 

https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/3M_HEAT_CONTENT/basin_data.html) is plotted in 

Figure 8 where the values for OHC (Y-axis) are determined from the 1997-2005 baseline. 
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The data are averaged over every 5 years to help reduce some of the intrinsic variability. The 

mere fact that OHC is increasing with time means that more heat is now added to the ocean 

per year than it can dissipate through natural methods. 

 

Figure 8. OHC data for the 0-700 m layer at the surface of the ocean. The green line is a 

linear baseline from the time period 1970-2000. 

Figure 8 informs us as follows: 

a) The rise in ocean heating over period 1970 to 2000 is linearly represented (green arrow) 

in a reasonable manner. Over the last 15 years, however, the rise in OHC is systematically 

departing from the extrapolation of this linear trend baseline, again indicating acceleration. 

More specifically, the linear trend from 1960-1991 is 0.15 +/- 0.08 x 10
22 

J/year while 

from 1991-2015 it is 0.61 +/- 0.04 x 10
22 

J/year, almost 4 times larger. The lower error in 

the latter time period reflect the presence of more and better sensor measurements over 

the world‘s oceans. Starting around 2010, the data indicate a significant upturn in the rate 

as that time period has a slope of ~ 1.05 +/- 0.05 x 10
22 

J/year. This rate is alarming as it 7 

times higher than the 1960-1991 rate.  

b) The most important channel for removing excess surface heat from the oceans is deep 

sea transport (Bryden & Imawaki, 2001 ; Hoffert et al. 1980) but this mixing operates 

over a few hundred years timescale (Hansen et al., 1985). Now the oceans have 

experienced reduced efficiency in terms of handling waste heat input and are clearly 

retaining more heat.  

We stress here that the Y-axis in Figure 8 is not temperature – instead ocean surface buoy 

measurements of temperature have been converted to heat content. Over the last 5 years we 

have added ~ 5 x 10 
22 

Joules of energy to the world‘s oceans. These units are likely 

meaningless to most readers but their rough equivalency is as follows: 
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 The instantaneous release of 350,000 hydrogen bombs 

 Each person on the planet using 175 gallons of gasoline per day 

 8 trillion annual barrels of crude oil (current world consumption is 0.04 trillion) 

 Each person on the planet using ½ a billion AA batteries per year  

The above numbers represent the sheer nonsensical scale of global consumerism and the 

resulting extra energy that is delivered to the system. In turn, this inevitably changes the 

horizontal (ocean currents) and vertical temperature distributions within the oceans and this 

directly drives jet stream patterns which determine regional weather (Huber & Sloan, 2000 ; 

Griese & Polvani, 2014 ; Blackport & Kushner, 2017) Simply put, the coupled 

ocean-atmospheric system has more energy to work with it, due to our industrial actions over 

the last 100-150 years. The inevitable consequence of increases in OHC is to change the 

weather and climate pattern on the Earth.  

3. Implications of Our Actions  

In the previous section we have used to data as the lens to examine the collective behavior of 

humanity which is to process Earth resources, as fast as possible, and churn those resources 

into consumer products, which we are now consuming at an accelerating rate. The embodied 

energy associated with this processing is not a natural system of the Earth and therefore 

represents an additional source which cause a temporary energy imbalance in the system. 

That added energy directly manifests as increased OHC and subsequent climate change 

leading to a more volatile weather system. From the physical point of view, humans are in a 

necessary partnership with nature. The existence of this energy imbalance in the system 

means that humans have now put the system into a new state, precisely because they have not 

acted like this necessary partnership even exists. 

3.1 Historical Considerations 

Despite boundary conditions implied by the nature of partnership, many human cultures have 

historically pursued dominance over the Earth‘s resources as their operational philosophy. 

Until the invention of the steam engine, that operational philosophy had only local impact on 

small scales. But how does such an operational philosophy come about? Indeed, where do 

humans get the very notion that they are not part of nature? Here we greatly simplify history 

and assert that this ethos becomes operational with the rise of the Mechanical Philosophy, 

primarily through the thinking and writing of Descartes (1635). Under this world view, the 

Earth is nothing more than a (soul-less) machine – it has no spiritual value and no sacred 

value. Furthermore, it becomes established that man is distinct from nature and therefore 

entitled to dominant it. As Descartes often espouses,  

…and thus render ourselves the lords and possessors of nature (see also Merrill, 2008). 

This Mechanical view of the world is firmly in place before the industrialized revolution so 

that sustainable harvesting of Earth resources is never part of our value system. The invention 

of the steam engine launches the industrialized era that be to eventually take the Earth system 
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out of equilibrium; slowly at first, but rapidly escalating in the post-World War II consumer 

world (Freidman, 1985). This mechanical philosophy mode of digging up the planet as fast as 

possible and churning the crank for the escalating global distribution of consumer products is 

completely opposite of the physical manner in which the Earth system operates (Durning, 

1992). Our real-world behavior strongly suggests that we still live in the mechanical 

philosophy system. In that system, nature has no intrinsic value but serves humans only as a 

resource. 

The damaging nature of this value system was recognized earlier in the 1930s by the social 

critic Lewis Mumford as articulated by these relevant quotes: 

(The processes are) doubly ruinous: they impoverish the earth by hastily removing, for the 

benefit of a few generations, the common resources which, once expended and dissipated, 

can never be restored (Mumford, 1928) 

The vast material displacements the machine has made in our physical environment are 

perhaps in the long run less important than its spiritual contributions to our culture. 

(Mumford, 1930a) 

…the bourgeois culture which dominates the Western World is founded... on the principle 

of conspicuous waste. (Mumford, 1930b) 

In addition, Mumford was one of the first policy champions of using renewable energy to 

substitute for fossil fuels – more specifically to use hydro power to generate electricity 

instead of Coal. In various writings (Mumford 1934, 1938) described coal as serving as the 

engine of the industrial revolution‘s ―upthurst into barbarism‖. He described the production 

of coal as a thing that produced ―a befouled and disorderly environment‖ and described coal 

mining as a process that ―wrenched coal from the Earth requiring the simultaneous 

exploitation of labor and nature‖ (Needham, 2014). In perhaps an early vision of the PTD, 

Mumford states that ―with hydro -electricity, the clear sky and clean waters would come back 

again‖ and would finally bury the ―maggoty corpse‖ of the Coal era. Alas, the corpse is still 

rather far from being buried, since, as of May 2018 renewable energy sources stand as only 

8.5% of the total world energy production (https://oilprice.com/free-widgets). Hence, we 

largely remain on the course of action that produces a befouled and disorderly environment. 

Global consumerism was first born in the USA as post World War II escalating consumer 

spending was regarded as the best way for the USA to retool its War Time economy toward 

higher manufacturing to become the dominant economic world power as quickly as possible 

(Nelson and Wright, 1992 ; Maier, 1977 ; David and Wright, 1997). Two important quotes 

from this period are illustrative of this approach and its effect on American consumer culture 

and the subsequent throw-away society (Whitley, 1987).  

Only if we have large demands can we expect large production. Ever-increasing 

consumption on the part of our people is one of the prim requisites for prosperity. Mass 

consumption is essential to the success of a system of mass production – (Nathan 1944) 

Our enormously productive economy demands that we make consumption our way of life, 
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that we convert the buying and use of goods into rituals, that we seek our spiritual 

satisfaction and our ego satisfaction in consumption. We want things consumed, burned 

up, worn out, replaced and discarded at an ever-increasing rate. – (Lebow 1955) 

This consumer mind set convolved with making America an economic power meant getting 

goods to market as fast as possible. This mantra has now carried over to a global context, 

with China now dominating the goods to market infrastructure (Wang et al., 2016). Hence, to 

date, we have shown no ability to deviate from our incessant use of the Earth, acting exactly 

like lords and masters over its resources. 

3.2 Some Policy Implications 

In guiding future policy to facilitate a move towards sustainability and sustainable 

development, the most relevant lens may be that of global equity/global justice. An early 

vision of this can be found in the 1987 Brundtland Report Our Common Future which states, 

 “… development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs,”  

These sentiments were then followed up in the 1996 World Commission on Environment and 

Development report which states: 

The environment must be protected … to preserve essential ecosystem functions and to 

provide the wellbeing of future generations; environmental and economic policy must be 

integrated; the goal of policy should be an improvement in the overall quality of life, not 

just income growth; poverty must be ended and resources distributed more equally; and 

all sections of society must be involved in decision making.  

Both of these ideas embody the notion of the PTD and its extension to all of Nature. 

There are two key concepts in these early reports: 1) resources distributed more equally – this 

seems to be a vital need for achieving sustainability, and 2) the overall quality of life should 

supersede mere income growth. With respect to point 1, data indicate that we are increasingly 

moving away from resource equity. For example, the 2008 World Bank report showed that for 

2005, the world share of consumption can be broken down as follows: 

• 75.6% is consumed by the Worlds‘ richest 20% 

• 21.9% is consumed by the middle 60% 

• 1.5% is consumed by the world‘s poorest 29% 

An update to this situation is available from the 2013 Oxfam International Report which 

claims we are moving toward a rather absurd situation in which the richest 1% of the world 

will own more than 50% of the world‘s wealth by the year 2016 (it will take some years to 

verify if this came true). The scale of inequality is thus staggering and every year the gap 

between the 1% and the rest widens. A useful visual representation of the data in the Oxfam 

report is shown in Figure 9 where the land area of the world is converted to wealth -- the 

bottom 50% (red) of the world owns only an area of the size of Mongolia; the middle 40% 
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(blue) owns most of the former Soviet Union; the remaining 10% (gold – naturally) owns all 

the rest. 

 

Figure 9. Converting wealth inequity into equivalent land area proportions on the 

surface of the Earth 

The second point is that the quality of life has more importance than income growth. As long 

as the personal perception of prosperity is related solely to income issues, which ultimately 

drive consumption, then no move to sustainability seems possible. But, sustainability is not 

about the more efficient harvesting of resources, it‘s about establishing a more equilibrium 

use of resources with respect to the innate planetary cycles. This is well articulated here: 

“Sustainability cannot be simply a „green‟, or „environmental‟ concern, important though 

„environmental‟ aspects of sustainability are. A truly sustainable society is one where 

wider questions of social needs and welfare, and economic opportunity are integrally 

related to environmental limits imposed by supporting ecosystems‖ (Agyeman et al., 

2002). 

“The need to ensure a better quality of life for all, now and into the future, in a just and 

equitable manner, whilst living within the limits of supporting ecosystems” (Agyeman, 

2005). 

Furthermore, this process of continually defining social needs by consumption leads directly 

to a kind of social inequality that ultimately does significant damage to various social 

structures (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009). One of the frameworks for a just sustainability is 

then to replace consumption based social identity with a more meaningful grounding in 

global justice and environmental welfare (Schlosberg, 1999). The transition to such a 

replacement requires the systems thinking approach in which humans are bound to live 

within the resources provided by Nature. 
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3.3 Systems Thinking and the Recovery of the Sacred 

The systems thinking approach involves making decisions and policies within the conceptual 

and quantitative framework of an interconnected system with robust feedbacks. Physically, 

the Earth is a large connected feedback system of which human activity is but one channel in 

the overall cycle. All cycles are characterized by two things a) material exchange rates 

between various reservoirs and b) the existence of buffers in the system that can store 

material/energy over some timescale. In this way, a system can be out of equilibrium on 

either short spatial or temporal timescales, but on average equilibrium is always maintained. 

Human dominance over Earth resources disrupts energy pathway exchange rates and 

modifies buffers (e.g. paving over a wetland). These actions keep us out of equilibrium. This 

is well described in the Living Planet Report 

(http://awsassets.panda.org/downloads/lpr_living_planet_report_2016.pdf) which has 

consistently plotted our global ―ecological debt‖ – which is the number of Earth‘s that would 

be needed to instantaneously support our annual consumption. Because there are buffers in 

the system (we don‘t use all the available crude oil in a single year because a lot of it is still 

stored) overshoot of equilibrium is a natural occurrence. This has given rise to the term Earth 

Overshoot Day which indicates the day of a particular year in which we have used up an 

Earth‘s worth of resources to support our annual consumption for that year. Figure 10 shows 

that we are reaching this day earlier and earlier. Notice also the relative sharp decrease 

between 2005 and 2010 compare to other similar time periods. In 2017, the overshoot day 

was August 5 or day 217. Since that is approximately 60% of the year, then for the full year 

of 2017 we used1/.6 Earth Masses to support that year‘s consumption. This is perhaps the 

best indicator that we are out of equilibrium and have been for some time as we first passed 

one Earth mass in 1987. 

 

Figure 10. Evolution of Earth Overshoot Day. As time goes on we use up one Earth mass of 

resources earlier and earlier in the calendar year. Data comes from the Global Footprint 

network (http://www.dw.com/en/earth-overshoot-day-living-beyond-our-means/a-19444507) 
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As an example of living within a system using systems thinking, let‘s consider two cultures 

(Bothun, 2017): culture D (for dominance) and culture S (for sustainability or S for sacred – 

the two might be the same) and their treatment of an energy resource in the context of 

planetary subjugation and climate change. Our continued reliance on mined resources as the 

principle source of electricity and energy generation carries with it a tremendous 

environmental cost as well articulating a consistently inappropriate message that we exist to 

dominate the planet. This behavior is fully consistent with the value system of Culture D; 

digging up resources represents dominance on the part of the digger and the Mechanical 

Philosophy gives entitlement to that digger. Harmony with nature is completely absent. In 

stark contrast is the both symbolic and physically real harmony of a spinning wind turbine 

that produces electricity by natural air movement. In this case, we only get electricity when 

the wind is blowing and therefore are in a necessary partnership with nature for the use of 

that resource (e.g. culture S). Such a partnership tends to foster better resource management 

as well as having a culture which recognizes and conforms to environmental limits – you 

only get to use electricity with Nature gives you the ambient energy for conversion. Using 

machines to dig holes in the ground from a seemingly infinite resource, unbinds us from any 

notion of partnership and allows resource consumption to steadily increase, which has clearly 

played out in the real world. In this way culture D can never honor the PTD but culture S is 

bound by it. Culture S is clearly practicing systems thinking and is living within the natural 

limits of that system, one of the principals espoused by the idea of ―just‖ sustainability.  

Hence, a proper integration of systems thinking into the way we behave means that issues of 

fairness, environmental justice, dignity and global equity become more important than what 

should become the obsolete notion that increased human prosperity only comes from 

increased consumption and the associated conquered resources. While the concept of 

environmental justice is complex and nuanced (Sen, 2009; Schlosberg and Collins, 2014) it 

does seem to distill to one reality – the Earth‘s climate and energy resources should be 

equally available to all its citizens. No improved technology with more efficient resource 

extraction will overcome the basic problem that our current value system is skewed too much 

towards economic growth and too little toward the more fundamental values of 

environmental justice, social justice, equity and dignity for all the citizens of the Earth. 

Clearly, we must collectively regain the notion that the Earth is sacred and we need to respect 

its boundaries, not conquer them. Systems‘ thinking informs us that we can never rise above 

the system and that we should always make decisions that support the health of that system. 

Indeed, there is strong evidence that indigenous cultures organized their entire way of life 

around systems thinking, largely because of holding a sacred view of Nature (Barnhardt 

2005, ; Breildlid 2009). Rediscovering this world view is likely the most promising way to 

curb our short-term consumption addiction so as to better maintain the system for future 

beings, exactly what Nature‘s trust demands. 

4. Discussion 

Using available data, we have set a framework for how accelerated global consumption and 

its associated embodied energy, necessarily leads to escalating OCH and the subsequent 

acceleration of climate change. The combined waste heat of all the industrial processes 
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associated with keeping us on the business as usual trajectory (e.g. Figure 5) is the root driver 

of climate change. As we continue to escalate global consumption, the rates of impact on the 

natural system will correspondingly increase. This leads to an increase in the frequency of 

extreme weather events which is now borne out by the data (Mann et al., 2017; Demski et al., 

2017; Lesk et al., 2016; Stott, 2016; Tang et al., 2014). At the moment, most of these extreme 

events are related to large scale flooding, particularly in Europe (Madsen et al., 2014). In 

addition, accelerated OHC leads to an accelerated melting of Arctic sea ice (Stroeve et al., 

2014) which, if gone, will change the energy balance of the Earth by lowering its Albedo ~ 15% 

(Pistone et al., 2014). Our collective dominance of nature has fundamentally changed the 

energy balance of the Earth. Who say‘s we are allowed to do this? 

We have introduced the idea of systems thinking as a value system than can help bring forth 

the principles of ―just‖ sustainability. We have cited previous examples which argued that 

policy needs to move away from economic priority and towards ensuring a healthy planetary 

ecosystem, for the benefit of now and future generations. In this way we can help to ensure 

the health of the system that supports all species, instead of changing the very system that we 

live in. Cronon (1996) demonstrates the systems thinking approach in the essay ―The Trouble 

with Wilderness‖. He asserts that the system of wilderness is ―everywhere‖ and not just in 

protected and isolated places. That is, a system is pervasive and not just a collection of 

isolated components. An isolated National Park that preserves the Wilderness is just that, an 

isolated component. But system behavior is defined by the way in which all the components 

interact – there is no isolation and hence we should have a mindset that wilderness is indeed, 

everywhere. The idea of wilderness everywhere should remind us of our partnership with 

nature and the various environmental limits that exist in the system. Yet we are clearly not 

living within our environmental limits and are actively transcending them. Examples abound 

that our on the ground behavior is still very much related to conquering nature: blowing the 

tops off of Appalachian Mountains to mine coal; drilling for possible oil located under 5000 

feet of water and 15,000 feet of marine sediments (e.g. Deep Water Horizon). These are acts 

of desperation to maintain BAU. Our demonstrable inability to consume within our global 

resource limitations clearly shows, as Descartes originally argued, that the Earth is essentially 

a machine that offers us resources that we can just use up.  

We have also introduced the Public Trust Doctrine (PTD) and its possible extension to 

Nature‘s trust as judicial examples of generational accountability. The spirit of the PTD 

implies that all generations (perhaps all species) should enjoy the right of living in the same 

equilibrium system enjoyed by previous generations. If we are indeed to honor Nature‘s Trust 

we can do so in two ways: a) extended the legal nature of the PTD so that a judicial system 

decides how to best protect the environment (Wood, 2014) or b) through systems thinking; 

humans must realize that they have a moral obligation to honor Nature as a sacred system that 

benefits all creatures. This treatment of the Earth as merely a market commodity should no 

longer be tolerated. Human actions have taken our sacred equilibrium system most definitely 

out of equilibrium and this threatens the right of future generations to access various Earth 

resources in the manner we currently do. This is one of the major challenges for the more 

developed countries of the world – how to enlighten their citizens that the drive for steady 
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personal income growth is now less important than considerations which raise the probability 

of a more livable world for future generations. How can these current generations due a better 

job of honoring Nature‘s Trust than the previous generations?  

We have also shown that the general output of human activities has non-linear scaling with 

respect to the growth of consumers. If the perception of the lay public as well as policy 

makers is that growth is mostly linear (e.g. N=1), then in the real world of accelerating 

changes, each passing year puts us farther behind our ability to mitigate or adapt to a growing 

problem (Bothun and Chess 2017). Yet we ignore this and continue consumption at these 

accelerated rates. Amazingly, the world has been able to build infrastructure that has allowed 

this escalation of consumption on the global level. This also maintains our BAU trajectory – 

let‘s do more, faster and ignore the consequences to the system. A good example of 

consequence is the country of Bangladesh. In 1998, Bangladesh had a preview of their likely 

dismal future as they experienced a severe monsoonal flood, which inundated about 50% of 

the land area that had very long-term impacts on basic nutrition (del Ninno and Lundberg, 

2005). As perhaps the best example of a violation of some global PTD, at some point in the 

near future most of Bangladesh will be flooded due to rising sea level, storm surge, and 

catastrophic monsoonal moisture (Thiele-Eich et al., 2015). In essence, the homeland of some 

150-200 million people will be lost as a direct result of continued usage of fossil-based 

energy to accelerate global consumption. For those citizens the world has proved to be 

completely untrustworthy. 

5. Conclusions 

The Mechanical philosophy mode of digging up the planet as fast as possible and churning 

the crank for the escalating global distribution of consumer products is completely opposite 

of both the systems thinking approach and the physical manner in which the Earth system 

operates. Escalating consumption is likely maintained under the continuing belief that 

prosperity is best measured by economic means only. Indeed, the 2009 global economic 

meltdown caused a (slightly) reduced rate of global consumption but we rapidly got back on 

the BAU trajectory. This directly shows that globally, we seem unable to change our behavior. 

Accelerated climate change and its associated increasing weather volatility is the direct 

system response to our consumer actions. Indeed, how can we expect there to be no 

significant outcomes from this action and has not this change of the system been a clear 

violation of the PTD? 

A rather ancient view of the world, held by many indigenous cultures, clearly rests on the 

idea that the Earth is a system that humans are in partnership with. In that view, it is 

irresponsible for the humans to significantly alter the system. Rediscovering this world view 

is likely the most promising way to curb our short-term consumption addiction so as to better 

maintain the system for future beings. It really is incumbent on us to shift our priorities. The 

concept of the PTD and Natures trust would argue that escalating use of planetary resources 

to promote ―ever-increasing‖ consumption is a danger to not only future children, but 

millions of other species. It is our moral (and perhaps future legal) duty to preserve the 

system and to honor the trust mandate. It‘s one Earth, one tiny vessel that has sustained all 
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forms of life over the last 4 billion years – who the hell are we to disrupt that? 
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